
Billy Steel Dark Blues ‘59 Club’ Draw – Rules of the Draw 
 
 

1. A draw administrator, acting under the authority of the BSDB committee, will run a monthly draw. 

2.  A number from 1-59 will be allocated to each participant and if this number is drawn as the bonus 

ball on the last Saturday Lotto of each month, the winner will receive 50% of the total entry money 

as a prize for that month. The remaining 50% will be retained by the BSDBs for club funds. 

3. The cost of entering the draw will be £4 per calendar month per bonus ball number (equivalent to 

less that £1 a week). Participants will make payment by Standing Order, payable directly to The 

BSDBs bank account. 

4. All entry monies must be received in the BSDB bank account before the draw takes place to qualify 

for that month’s draw. Entries by cash may be accepted subject to the decision of the draw 

administrator and any cash received must be verified and vouched for, jointly by the draw 

administrator and the BSDB’s Treasurer, before the draw takes place. 

5. Payment of winnings will be made by transfer into the bank account from which the winner’s 

standing order comes and within 14 days from the date of the draw. Alternatively, payment can be 

made by cheque if required. 

6. In the event of there being no winner in the previous month(s), the prize winnings will be rolled over 

until such time as there is a winner and rollover winnings will at all times be equal to 50 % of the 

outstanding prize fund. 

7. The BSDBs committee reserves the right to increase the % of any monthly prize fund for whatever 

reason and for any draw subject to the prize fund being no less than 50% of prize funds as noted 

above. 

8. The bonus ball number(s) given to each participant will be allocated by the draw administrator in 

whatever manner he deems appropriate however all numbers allocated will be displayed for the 

benefit of all participators as outlined below. 

9. Participants may not change the number allocated to them. The number(s) allocated to each 

participant will apply for every monthly draw entered and will apply until the participant permanently 

cancels his standing entry. 

10. Entry into the draw will be open to members and non-members although preference will be given to 

BSDB’s members.  

11. Entry will be by completion of an entry form accompanied by a Standing Order/ or in exceptional 

circumstances by cash, subject to the approval of the administrator/treasurer, as noted below 

12. Participants must be over 16 years of age. Entries may be made in the names of persons under 16 

years of age by a parent/guardian but the application and standing order must be completed and 

signed by the parent/guardian.  

13. Members will be expected to actively promote the selling of draw entries. 

14. The draw will be promoted in the Occidental Bar 

15. In the event of all 59 numbers being allocated, there will be a waiting list maintained and members 

will be given priority over non-members. 

16. There will be no restriction on the number of entries held by any individual 

17. In the event of any query arising in connection with the draw, the matter will be decided by the 

BSDB committee whose decision will be final. The BSDB committee retains the right to refuse an 

application or to terminate a draw membership for any reason. 

18. The Treasurer will maintain annual and periodic Accounts for the draw. 

19. A list of all participants and winners will be listed on the new BSDB web site and otherwise available 

upon request by any member/participant. 

20. No refund of entry monies will be made under any circumstances. 
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